
Westwood Coalition 

Meeting, May 16, 2013 

 

Present:  J. Lewandowski, Sr. Ann Rene McConn, M. Jenkins, T. Bonhaus, M. Gweyn, R. Boyd, J. Henke, H. 

Benkert, F. Berger, K. Bach, G. Berger 

 

Fred Berger joined the coalition as the Westwood Historical Society representative to replace Terri 

Premo who will be away for the summer.  

 

Minutes of the April 18, 2013 coalition meeting were approved as written.   

 

J. Lewandowki asked for the establishment of a public meeting planning group to identify dates and 

alternatives, format, publicity, presenters, and the like.  The group agreed that a Saturday morning is 

preferred, with city officials available to present and to engage in discussion, in addition to community 

deliberation.   

 

F. Berger asked for a recap of where Westwood is at this time with its planning.  He commented on low 

community participation earlier, a demonstrated gap in awareness of available information about 

background explanations and research generated to date, an apparent concern about control, and asked 

if there is any impact of the potential closing of this building per the city budget proposal.  Sr. Ann Rene 

and others commented that any revitalization funding would be separate from the city’s operating 

budget, via the Focus 52 program.  M. Jenkins commented on the need for rich community engagement 

and clarity about the desirability of it and any boundaries for deliberation.  The group concurred that 

public dialogue will generate comments and alternatives, which will be studied.  J. Lewandowski agreed, 

commenting that the coalition needs to provide information about what research has been done thus 

far so that people know the realities and the limitations of the physical space,.  He reiterated that the 

coalition is looking for broad community involvement, engagement, and support.  The process won’t 

end with everyone happy but it will be what we coalesce around as best for the future of Westwood.   

 

R. Boyd reinforced that the charge of this coalition is to be facilitator of an honest, public discussion and 

to present that to the city.  He urged the group to focus attention at this meeting on facilitating 

community meetings and to separate the city hall budget battle from the Westwood revitalization.  M. 

Jenkins commented on misconceptions about the coalition’s role, emphasizing that it is a representative 

body seeking to generate participation and gain consensus and present the outcome to the city.  K. Bach 

commented on the importance of the coalition in answering questions, sharing information, and 

engaging with interested community members in open, transparent processes. 

 

H. Benkert noted that none of his buildings is depicted in artists’ renderings of a possible square.  He 

asked if the city plans to seize them and tear them down. J. Lewandowski commented on the role of the 

market and personal choice for business owners, noting that, as have city planners in prior meetings, the 

revitalization would not dictate requirements to businesses unless they modify their buildings.  He noted 

that revitalization should lead to economic vitality and increased property values which allow individual 

property owners to make their own decisions about their properties. 

 

F. Berger referred to a plan advanced by J. McNulty at the coalition meeting on May 10, 2013, to modify 

the concept of a square to include Town Hall property.  He remarked that we should be encouraging 

variations and new ideas because it is useful to have alternatives for people to respond it.  Sr. Ann Rene 

and M. Jenkins commented on the city’s role in studying features, possibilities, and alternatives, and in 



providing concrete responses.  J. Lewandowski suggested that the coalition invite a member of the city’s 

planning department to be involved in the coalition in a nonvoting capacity, as has occurred in Walnut 

Hills, possibly Cameron Ross, to help inform our discussions about planning issues and procedures.   

  

M. Jenkins announced that Westwood Civic Association plans to hold a widely promoted meeting on 

May 28 to discuss the business district.  Others remarked that city officials have stated their intent to 

meeting with the coalition.  R. Boyd commented that this provides an opportunity for WCA to get 

people to the table and engaged in dialogue about the business district.  M. Gweyn reiterated that 

everyone is invited to the May 28 meeting and commented that WCA has the energy to pass out flyers 

and get people involved which will generate interest and information sharing.  T. Bonhaus offered his 

property as a location to advertise the coalition’s public forums. 

 

J. Lewandowski led a discussion of plans for a coalition-sponsored meeting for public input in mid-June.  

A small group was selected to plan the meeting, including K. Bach, J. Eby, J. Lewandowski, and M. 

Jenkins.  R. Boyd commented on the importance of preparing for the meeting, citing the example of the 

city’s deliberation and public meetings for the new District 3 police headquarters, noting that we need 

similar thoroughness of preparation to facilitate constructive, well-informed, focused deliberation.  The 

planning group will share its plans with the coalition via email. 

 

Sr. Ann Rene commented on the advantage that Westwood has as Cincinnati’s biggest neighborhood 

which will help in calls to action.  She asked if we are satisfied with factors along Harrison Avenue, 

including the number of people out and about in the neighborhood.  J. Henke acknowledged many 

pedestrians in the vicinity of his business.  Sr. Ann Rene commented on the form-based code goal of 

addressing multiple factors, including travel speed, that encourage people to slow down and enjoy a 

neighborhood.   

 

T. Bonhaus asked if a form-based code would provide a mechanism for the city to follow a progression 

of declaration of blight and then eminent domain.  Others remarked on form-based codes as a means by 

which a neighborhood names its desires for its business district.  R. Boyd reiterated that if property 

owners do not sell or modify their buildings, then nothing changes.  Sr. Ann Rene commented that the 

business district and revitalization and form-based codes are linked.  She announced that she has been 

asked to present to Kiwanis at its meeting on June 4.   

 

M. Jenkins and J. Lewandowski remarked on the need for Cameron Ross to concretize the process for 

expressing Westwood’s interest in the values and desires for its business district as expressed ultimately 

through a form-based code.  F. Berger remarked on development through the lens of a resident and a 

business owner. He commented that the existing zoning code separates uses and disregards what 

historical spaces were created for, noting that form-based code is much more sensitive to a historic 

neighborhood like Westwood.  He called for residents to define some of the variables of the form-based 

code which would then support us in this neighborhood.  We are rightly concerned about retaining 

certain of our neighborhood’s qualities. M. Gweyn expressed concern about potential height and uses of 

buildings in the building district, commented that the desired density for developers is not what 

Westwood wants.  J. Lewandowski commented that we have the opportunity to brand our business 

district and give it the identity we want, like an arts district, for example.   

 

F. Berger suggested that the public forums include focusing or centering sessions, like a segment of the 

meeting on desires, values, in addition to talk about transportation, civic space, etc.  M. Jenkins urged 

the development of a website and use of social media for information sharing as a prerequisite for 



public meetings.  F. Berger noted that the Over the Rhine brewery district master plan presents one 

example of a community-driven road map that one could consider.  M. Jenkins and K. Bach offered to 

work on a site.  Coalition members should send M. Jenkins all suggested links to information. 

 

J. Lewandowski announced his decision to step down as coalition facilitator and suggested that M. 

Jenkins move into that role.  He emphasized that he is not pulling back from a commitment to the 

coalition but he wants to do all that he can as Mapcap Puppets’ director to focus on his organization’s 

interests. After brief discussion, it was agreed that M. Jenkins will serve as facilitator.  

 

Sr. Ann Rene spoke again about her scheduled presentation to Kiwanis in early June, inviting comment 

on her planned remarks and noting that the preponderance of business people make their meeting an 

important moment for informing and inviting people into the conversation.  She and others commented 

on the hopes for positive development, for working with the reality of the qualities of the business 

district, and for valuing the historic residential neighborhood.   

 

The next meeting of the coalition will be June 13, 2013 from 6:00-7:30 p.m., location to be determined. 

 

Minutes respectfully submitted, 

 

Mary Jenkins 


